A word on allowable ammo
Before and after shooting centerfire rifles in the rifle position
(#10), check the pistol plates at the back of the range. All centerfire
rifles and shotguns must be fired from the bench in the rifle position
including the .17 cal. rimfire rifle. You may not shoot magnum rifle
ammo such as 7MM Rem. Mag., .300 Win. Mag., (belted magnums and
the more recent magnums), no full metal jacket rifle ammo and no
steel shot. Ensure that all projectiles are shot between the far right wall
and the white line painted on the floor to keep the point of impact on
the rifle backstop only. If a bullet accidentally drifts into the pistol
louvers (plates) and causes a crater or hole, you must advise the
Executive immediately even if you are not responsible for the incident.
You will not be reprimanded and we will be grateful that you
informed us so that repairs can be made right away. No rapid fire is
permitted in the rifle position since this appears to be the main cause
of bullets hitting the baffles and the pistol plates. Make use of the
Club's spotting scope and know exactly where each one of your bullets
has punched the paper. If you don’t see the hole, make your gun safe
and go and check downrange.
NEW:
1. Please use the green and red light switches which are now
conveniently locate in the range next to the door.
2. When you have finished shooting the desired number of rounds
from any position on the firing line, you must remove the
remaining live ammunition and withdraw to the back of the
yellow line. No live ammunition of any caliber or gauge may be
left near an unattended gun on the line.
3. Members may extract lead from the back of the range for their
personal use. However, permission must be obtained from the
Executive.
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